Extend your business reach

Choose how you want to receive The Record
Digital Sign up for a FREE digital
subscription to receive an e-mail
notification when it is available

E-mail Sign up for our regular e-mail
updates, providing news, feature
articles, interviews and more

Online Visit The Record site for

Print Buy a subscription to the

daily updated news and more from
Microsoft, its partners and customers

printed edition of The Record and
it will be delivered to your door

Publishing Partner – multiple industry focus
Publishing partnership across both the digital and print editions of the magazine offers the broadest spectrum of promotional opportunity within The Record, with packages
of brand advertisement combined with an array of valuable content marketing strategies to suit every Microsoft partner. Gain visibility throughout the magazine – from the
horizontal ‘upfront’ section to the six dedicated industry deep-dives that cover partner innovation in the fields of Automotive, Communications & Media, Financial Services,
Manufacturing & Resources, Retail & Consumer Goods and Public Sector – the latter comprising Defence, Education, Government and Healthcare.

C O V E R S TO R Y

Cultivating
tomorrow’s
enterprise
For many commercial and public-sector
organisations, traditional operational models still
hold sway. But as digital innovation transforms
the global economy, successful delivery of
products and services will require a fundamental
reorientation from ‘process first’ to ‘culture first’
BY MICHELE WIT THAUS

T

he shift to digital technologies holds the
promise of enhanced dialogue and collaboration with both partners and customers.
However, as with all change, it is not without
risk. Business decision makers need to be confident that they have the tools to enable successful
transition and are looking to thought leaders
who can point the way.
“Leaders need to understand how technology
will impact their businesses, how to think about
an always-on connection to all of their products,
customers, assets and people – and how all of
this will change their competitive landscape,”
says Toni Townes-Whitley, Microsoft’s president
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Magazine Publishing Partner – £15,000 per issue*

VIEWPOINT

Transparency is the key
Done effectively, digital optimisation adds value, says
Kim Erbo Christensen, CEO of CDM A/S in Denmark
Digital optimisation can help companies
direct resources to more value-adding task,
and in our experience the best results are
achieved using business-critical software
solutions customised to our clients. One
area is within tender management, which
can be very time consuming and a drain on
resources, often requiring numerous people
to handle quite complex processes.
When using the CDM Tender Optimizer
solution, all processes are digitalised and
automated with regard to communication
with authorities, preparation of tenders,
procurement and collection of tenders from
suppliers, documentation and integration to
EU portals. It means that the company will get

for US Public Sector, Healthcare and Financial
Services. “They need to get ahead of the change
that is already upon us so they can successfully
pursue digital transformation, rather than simply react to the disruptive changes that technology is creating all around them.”
To do this, a culture change is needed across
the organisation, she says. “Becoming a digital
enterprise will inform and change how a com-

“It’s vital for a successful business
to be one that is constantly
transforming itself through learning”
pany makes decisions, how it engages customers,
how it empowers employees, how it transforms
products and how it optimises operations.
“This starts with the leadership team defining
what culture means to the company, embracing
and communicating this at all levels, and building momentum by demonstrating the great work
happening every day. This is critical to getting
employees to support and accelerate the digital
transformation journey.”

a solution that ensures 100% transparency
when it comes to processes, competition
and any legal issues that might occur.
User friendliness and optimisation of user
interface for the individual employee is a key
differentiator. For one client – an organisation
that purchases medicine – this has enabled
them to have 12 employees manage more
than 340 tenders a year worth x1.2 billion
(US$1.4 billion). Because of their organisational
structure, their work processes and an effective
supporting software solution, they have
managed to save an average of 28% on their
pharmaceutical purchases.
Kim Erbo Christensen is CEO at CDM A/S

Digital transformation brings with it many
challenges, says Melissa Topp, senior director
of global marketing at ICONICS. “The first is
the perceived divide between a company’s IT
and operations departments. The second is a
misconception that industrial automation customers resist any interest in new technology if
existing equipment is doing its job.”
Topp sees promise in the interest many companies have shown in the emergence of the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT). “Affordable IoT devices
have allowed for the best of both worlds – enabling customers to avoid a major ‘rip and replace’
scenario and resulting in quicker adoption of digital transformation for businesses.”
But what happens when organisations perceive
technological innovation as an existential threat?
“The hardest thing for a company to do is to reinvent itself in a way that threatens its historical
basis for success – and yet that is the very essence
of digital transformation,” says Greg Moran, chief
operating officer at Wiretap. “Iteration and rapid
adjustment to customer data should drive the
transformation process. Typically, this results in
fundamental re-definition of organisation structure, external partnerships, and new go-to-market
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• Company logo featured on the magazine’s partner page
• Two full-page advertisements or one double-page
• Feature commentary – where applicable in multiple industry sections
• News content – product releases/business wins
• Viewpoints, thought-leader perspectives & case studies
across multiple sections

• 250 copies to share with your prospects and clients
• Full partner business listing within the magazine
• All content replicated online at www.technologyrecord.com

* Discounts available on series bookings

Publishing Partner –single industry focus
For partners interested in leveraging digital and print promotional opportunities within a single industry space the Section Publishing
Partner package offers ideal value for money. Prime advertising spaces augmented by extensive content marketing slots throughout a
specific industry section offer partners a unique blend of exposure that defines them as a clear industry leader.

Section Publishing Partner – £9,750 per issue*

Automotive
Communications & Media

Finance
Manufacturing & Resources

Public Sector

• Company logo featured on the magazine’s partner page
• Two full-page advertisements or one double-page
• Feature commentary – where applicable in one industry section
• News content – product releases/business wins
• One viewpoint/thought leadership article
• One case study in one vertical section
• 250 copies to share with your prospects and clients
• Full partner business listing within the magazine
• All content replicated online at www.technologyrecord.com

* Discounts available on series bookings
Retail & Consumer Goods

About us
Tudor Rose is an integrated publishing and marketing
services company, organised to fulfil the demands of global
organisations. Our clients include some of the most respected
brands in the world, including Microsoft and the United Nations.
Visit www.tudor-rose.co.uk for further information.

Tudor Rose
Tudor House, 6 Friar Lane, Leicester, LE1 5RA United Kingdom
Tudor Rose is a member of the Professional Publishers Association
and a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact.
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The Professional Publishers Association (PPA) is the voice of
professional publishers, representing around 220 companies.
The UN Global Compact is a strategic policy initiative for
businesses that are committed to aligning their operations and
strategies with ten universally accepted principles in the areas
of human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption.
The Record is printed using paper certified under the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) system, which promotes responsible
management of the world’s forests.
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NEXT STEPS
Whether you’re using The Record as a part of a traditional advertising-based
marketing campaign or are looking to utilise the suite as a content marketing
platform, The Record team is ready to work with you to create a promotional
package that is perfectly suited to meet your marketing requirements.
Call us today on +44 (0)116 222 9900 or email one of the team.

